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CYBER-ATTACKS: A GROWING THREAT
We are a risk-based cybersecurity consultancy and managed
service provider pioneering Cyber Safety. We work tirelessly to
achieve two things for our clients – lowering your risk and limiting
the impact of a successful cyber breach.

LOWER THE RISK.
LIMIT THE IMPACT

Today businesses are ever
more technology-enabled. It
is normal for organisations to
use bespoke infrastructure to
serve the needs of their staff
and customers. This uniqueness
brings challenges, however. The
response to an evolving cyber
threat is not a one-size-fitsall remedy. Rather, a tailored
approach is needed. One that
takes risk, budget and business
understanding into account.

>150 SECURITY SPECIALISTS
Founded in 2010, we have grown to over 150 security professionals
with teams in North America, the UK, South Africa and the
Netherlands.

A THREE-STAGE APPROACH
Our security approach focuses on three key areas:
People
Your staff and customers
are both your biggest asset
and sometimes your biggest
security risk. Understanding
and controlling how they gain
access to systems is critical to
lowering your risk and limiting
potential impact.

Process
We understand your adversary.
We know their tools, their wants
and their methods. This ensures
we’re able to tailor a defence
posture and respond in a way
that maps to your individual risk.

Technology
We work to understand what
you have, where it is, how it is
accessed, what you and your
business stakeholders know
about it, and finally, how it is
stored and integrated.

SUPPORTING YOUR TECHNOLOGY STACK
Your business likely is already invested in security
technologies and that is why we won’t advise
a ‘rip and replace’ strategy unless absolutely
necessary. Instead, we’re inclusive. Our analysts

are experts in supporting more than forty leading
security technologies across the domains below,
and we will integrate your existing tooling while
moving you to a position of cyber safety.

AN EXTENSION OF YOUR TEAM
Our team of experts have experience across
a range of industries and sectors, and we
bring that experience to bear at all levels, from
understanding your initial risk via a maturity
assessment, to cyber project planning and
management, to the deployment of a team of
experts to help your executive board define and
deliver your business strategy.

Our team will also work with you to provide a
fully managed service across your security
technologies. We then actively monitor your
threat environment, tune your policies and
report on their efficacy. With regular reviews
and engagement from our 24/7 SOC, we
become an extended part of your security and IT
infrastructure, ensuring you are always protected
and as secure as possible.

MORE THAN MDR
Our service takes your existing security
architecture and integrates it using our own
security platform, Encore.io. We actively work
to lower your risk by looking for gaps in your
security coverage whilst simultaneously
hunting for threat actors within your estate,
our SOC provide full 24/7 coverage to triage
incidents and provide full incident response
within minutes.

Our SOAR platform can automatically
remediate issues and our team can carry out
agreed manual remediation activities on your
behalf throughout your estate. You can be rest
assured that we will ensure security coverage,
monitoring and response throughout your IT
estate, whether on site, on the endpoint or in
the cloud.

Secure

Aware
Absolute visibility of the
organisation, the critical
assets and the areas
of improvement are
identified with adequate
metrics aligned

Security measures are
in place which protects
the organisation against
known cyber-attacks and
visibility remains reactive

Safe
Proactive security
measures utilising
proactive and AI solutions
to predict and respond
to actors whilst SIEM/SOC
maintains correct actions
are followed through

GET IN TOUCH
For a complimentary security posture audit to identify potential cyber
threats to your business, contact our cybersecurity experts,
email uksales@performanta.com

